Unlock the power of your potential

Morgan International is committed to helping you develop the strength of your own potential, to reach the highest possible level of success in your field.

Fadi Ganni, Chairman
Welcome to Morgan International, your gateway to fully customized Professional Education programs. With a service approach designed to meet the specific needs of your organization, we are committed to providing training that not only meets requirements, but exceeds expectations. As a testament to this commitment, Morgan International has quickly become the training provider of choice, an accomplishment achieved in only 19 years. After opening in 1995 in Beirut, we now operate in 34 locations across the Middle East, North America, parts of Europe, India and North Africa with a mission to continue expanding, evolving, and excelling in terms of expertise, training network, and location. Our offerings cover a vast selection of disciplines, from Accounting to Finance, Human Resources to Supply Chain & Logistics, Treasury, Internal Audit, Marketing, and Soft Skills, at an internationally recognized level of certification.

Apart from providing the means for candidates to earn respected certifications and diplomas that open doors both locally and on an international level, Morgan International also promises a method of training that is unique in its ability to engage the learner. Through dynamic, highly focused workshops, specific skills are taught and enhanced while the most up-to-date information available on the market is clearly communicated with practical examples. Morgan International team members throughout the region are fully dedicated to the success of each of our candidates and display a consistently high level of expertise in assisting them through guidance and support, from administrators to trainers. In line with our promise to provide the best training available on the market, our highly qualified instructors and courses also cover the latest trends and industry evolutions, to offer our candidates a real-time career advantage that can make the difference between simple satisfaction... and outstanding success.

Strategically, Morgan International’s operations are based on the fact that leading companies who truly value their staff will always invest in high quality training. No matter what the circumstances, training and certification have become indispensable in today’s business world, and I strongly believe that here at Morgan International, we have a future as bright as those we help to advance in their fields. To maintain our name as the most innovative and cutting edge training provider in our class, we are committed to continually developing our offering and our reach within the region, and beyond. We invest readily in our people and our systems and in growing our network, so that we are able to deliver what it is you need most: an investment in your professional growth, your business... and a future full of extraordinary opportunities.
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Invest in Professional Education to make reaching the summit of your professional potential a rewarding exercise in willpower, commitment, and quality training.
Possessing the most up-to-date knowledge and information is crucial to keeping up with the pace of business in today’s fast-paced globalized world. There is no doubt anywhere in the corporate sphere that effective training and development induces a powerful edge, whether for an individual in pursuit of strategic career growth, or for a company in pursuit of a sound business strategy. Reinforcing existing talent and skill with the most innovative and groundbreaking new tools and best practices in the market is the only way to reach these goals, and Professional Education helps you do just that.

In economically aggressive times of converging markets, cutthroat competition, stricter ethical regulations, and demanding investors, certification of knowledge at an international level has become the standard. As a result, internationally recognized certifications, diplomas and training programs transcend borders, invite opportunities, and help both individuals and the companies who employ them to stand out stronger in the marketplace. Individually, certification earns recognition, possible promotion, a higher income, elite status, and more freedom and flexibility on the job market. On an organizational level, international certification, diplomas and training are a mark of global acceptance, credibility, distinction, and a serious commitment to efficiency, effectiveness, and quality - an undeniable competitive advantage that no one can afford to overlook.
Together with our affiliates all over the world, we help you excel with the training you need to cross the finish line of ultimate success.
Here at Morgan International, we recognize that the certificate or diploma is just as important as the training experience. And while deciding to pursue Professional Education is a life-changing step, selecting the ideal source of training is a life-changing process. To ensure that the training we deliver is at the utmost level of quality on the worldwide market and to retain our position as a leading regional provider of educational and training services, Morgan International teams up with other leading course providers and societies with remarkable reputations for effectiveness and success. We pride ourselves on representing leading international institutions that cover a wide range of qualifications in Accounting, Auditing, Finance, Treasury, Supply Chain & Logistics, Marketing, and Human Resources.

**About Morgan International**

**A commitment to quality**

The sole licensee of **Becker Professional Education** in the Middle East, parts of Europe, South Asia and Canada

Appointed as the **first Platinum Provider** for Wiley's CMA Review

An authorized **APICS Learning System** Provider.

An authorized **SHRM Learning System** Partner

An authorized **PRC CIA® Review** Partner

The only authorized **IFMA Learning System** Partner in the GCC & MENA region

An authorized **SCHWESER** Distributor

American Marketing Association

**Professional Certified Marketer**

The exclusive **AMA Learning System Partner** in the Middle East

In partnership with **IASeminars** in the Middle East
A global reach

In just slightly over a decade, Morgan International expanded from one office in Beirut to over 31 locations worldwide, with ambitions to continue growing through a strong commitment to reliable local support, relevant training, and premium customer service that candidates and companies can truly rely on, anytime, anywhere.

By tracking the evolving expectations companies hold for employees and by forming a bond with the candidates who trust us to take their careers further, Morgan International links practical expectations with practical applications for delivering the right knowledge to ambitious professionals through fully customized training. Fulfilling the learning needs of each and every candidate is important to us, and because of this, we have made it our own challenge to make the entire journey of each candidate’s professional evolution - from start to finish - a clear and simple climb to the summit of their own potential.

Morgan International partners with leading universities, banking institutions and training centers to offer our world renowned programs.

Our various distribution channels are widespread, you can find us in:

The United Arab Emirates, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, Qatar, Kuwait, Bahrain, Oman, Egypt, India, Europe and Canada.
A passionate team... for a perfect fit

The faculty at Morgan International consists of a team of local and international trainers recruited for their solid insider understanding, technical know-how, experience in the field, communication skills, and commitment to taking their instruction to the highest level of excellence, for each and every candidate in the classroom.

Encompassing a wide scope of industries, each of our trainers are certified or fully accredited post-graduate degree holders in their fields who show a steadfast commitment to continuing their professional development. Many have taught university-level courses and/or delivered seminars to large corporations across America, Europe, North Africa, and the Middle East, demonstrating an eager dedication for sharing their knowledge.

With such a large and multi-talented team of professionals on board, Morgan International is able to select the trainer best suited to meet your organization’s specific requirements, to ensure that training sessions are a perfect match to your organization’s most essential needs.
Join our dedicated and highly qualified professional staff and become an active participant in a rewarding team learning experience.
Choose our custom, in-house training and let us empower your staff and ignite their potential for excellence.
The benefits of in-house training

Because our goal is to deliver the highest quality training under the best conditions for learning, Morgan International has developed a premium service of fully customized, in-house training. Benefits of this exclusive service include the elimination of travel costs and transit times, an increased level of comfort for participants who will be interacting in a familiar environment, the possibility to strictly adhere to any company-specific professional standards for confidentiality or ethics, and the opportunity to implement a flexible training schedule that does not interrupt the full flow of daily operations. While participants enjoy greater convenience and comfort, Morgan International guarantees a seamless service that delivers all the know-how your company needs for quintessentially successful results, directly to your door.

To facilitate the option of in-house training even further, special discounts can be arranged, and Morgan International can track the progress of participants in the interest of better management reporting, for a training solution that truly guarantees a full-on learning experience where everyone wins.
Learning leads to a brighter career...

With training that leads you every step of the way

Discover our course offerings according to your field and explore the guaranteed professional programs and training workshops designed to drive you to professional success:

**Accounting & Auditing**
- CPA (Certified Public Accountant)
- CMA (Certified Management Accountant)
- CIA® (Certified Internal Auditor)
- DipIFR (Diploma in International Financial Reporting)
- FFAC (Foundational Financial Accounting Certificate)
- ACCA Qualification
- Becker CPE

**Finance & Treasury**
- CFA® (Chartered Financial Analyst)
- CTP (Certified Treasury Professional)
- DipIFR (Diploma in International Financial Reporting)
- FP&A (Certified Financial Planning and Analysis Professional)
- IFRS Workshops
- Becker CPE

**Human Resources**
- SHRM-CP™ (SHRM Certified Professional)
- SHRM-SCP™ (SHRM Senior Certified Professional)
- SHRM Essentials of Human Resource Management Program

**Logistics & Supply Chain**
- CSCP (Certified Supply Chain Professional)

**Marketing**
- PCM (Professional Certified Marketer)

**Facility Management**
- FMP® (Facility Management Professional)
Why the moment to begin is now

In an uncertain world where rapid change is the rule, there will never be a moment more perfect than now to begin exploring the options for starting, boosting, or transforming your career. The most difficult step to take in continuing your professional development is the first one - to choose a course and begin. Morgan International is here to make sure that the first step you take is one that puts you on the right path for your career, and to ensure that each step you take afterward flows easily through the power of your own potential.

If you trust us to work together with you towards the achievement of your goals and guarantee us your full-hearted commitment to reaching the zenith of your potential, we guarantee exceptional results that will empower you and drive your career forward for years to come.
Aware that our success has an impact on others, we strive to make it positive... and invite you to do the same.
At Morgan International, we value each individual as part of our commitment to participating in the growth of a more successful, innovative, and responsible global workforce. When you take a course with us, you take a step not only towards a more promising future for yourself and your firm, but also for the many people and interest groups that are touched by your field of expertise. This is why alongside supporting the effective transmission of critical skills and knowledge for a brighter career, Morgan International also strongly supports the growing trend of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), for a brighter global community.

Supporting CSR means making a commitment to managing business processes in a way that produces an overall positive impact on society, ensuring win-win relationships for both shareholders and stakeholders. CSR is about corporations giving back to the societies that help them prosper, and taking on some of the responsibility to create a more positive outlook, for a tomorrow we all will share.

Want to make a difference with us?

In an effort to further demonstrate our strong dedication to CSR, Morgan International is doing its part to give back to society, through an affiliation with LoYAC (Lothan Youth Achievement Center), a regional NGO striving to empower students through honing their leadership skills and transmitting a solid awareness of CSR and how it can be applied in the region.

We invite all individuals and corporations we interact with to join us in this positive effort to develop a young generation of leaders who are as competent in business as they are responsible for the effects of their actions and decisions on society.
Contact Morgan International

Head Office
Lazarieh Building, Bloc A3-01, 7th Floor
P.O Box: 11-1946
Beirut Central District, Lebanon

Tel: +961 1 999 211 - 2 - 3
Fax: +961 1 999 214
Email: info@morganintl.com

For a complete listing of our distribution channels, visit www.morganintl.com